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You Be the Judge: 20 True Crimes and Cases to SolveSphinx Publishing, 2008

	"This lively, original book is likely to be a milestone in America's ongoing fascination with the drama of trials and justice."

	- Fred Graham, former chief anchor Court TV


	Have you ever had the chance to decide the fate of another person? What would you do? In the real-life cases presented to you in this book,...
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Piracy at Sea (WMU Studies in Maritime Affairs)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Over more than three decades starting in the 1990s, thousands of robberies, acts of piracy, and other violent attacks against merchant vessels have been reported in many of the world’s waters. The grave danger of piracy poses a direct threat not only to the security and efficiency of marine transportation, but more seriously, to...
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Architects Who Built Southern CaliforniaThe History Press, 2019

	In the early 1900s, the population of Southern California exploded, and the cities grew at such a rapid pace that builders could hardly keep up. Among those who settled in the area were ten architects looking to make their marks on the world. Claud Beelman, a man who never received a college degree, would go on to design the Elks Lodge in Los...
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The Woman Who Decided to Die: Challenges and Choices at the Edges of MedicineOxford University Press, 2009

	Advances in medical technology force us to struggle with new and often gut-wrenching decisions. How do we know when someone is dead and not just in a coma? Should a convicted felon qualify for a new heart? In The Woman Who Decided to Die, novelist and medical ethicist Ronald Munson takes readers to the very edges of medicine, where...
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Danger Pay: Memoir of a Photojournalist in the Middle East, 1984-1994 (Focus on American History)University of Texas Press, 2008
"A deeply felt and moving account from an enterprising and conscientious news photographer who worked the always-busy beat of the Middle East in the last, great days of film photography." Rod Nordland, Chief Foreign Correspondent, Newsweek     

       "Reading Danger Pay was a harrowing experience. Being a photojournalist...
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Against All Odds: A NovelDelacorte Books, 2017

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The wise, moving new novel from Danielle Steel, whose many bestselling tales have made her one of America’s favorite authorsTaking chances is part of life, but when you bet your future against the odds, it’s a high-risk game. Kate Madison’s stylish resale shop has been a...
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The Stone Frigate: The Royal Military College's First Female Cadet Speaks OutDundurn Press, 2019

	Winner of the 2020 Ontario Historical Society Alison Prentice Award • Finalist for the 2020 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize in Nonfiction

	

	A memoir from the first female cadet admitted to the Royal Military College of Canada.

	

	Kate Armstrong was an ordinary young woman eager to leave an abusive...
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The Abs Diet: The Six-Week Plan to Flatten Your Stomach and Keep You Lean for LifeRodale Books, 2004

	Great-looking abs are more than just a way to support the mirror industry. In fact, strong abs and flat stomachs are the ultimate indicator of overall health-for both men and women. Great abs will help you live longer, sleep better, prevent back pain, and significantly improve your sex life! (And, hey, they don't look half-bad in the...
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The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to Unleash the Badass Inside of YouSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		From American Grit co-star, former Marine Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible comes the story of how she became a warrior...and how you can do it, too.

	
		In The Warrior Code, entrepreneur, philanthropist, reality star, and retired Gunnery Sergeant Tee Marie Hanible serves up eleven principles to awaken...
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The Art of Flash Animation: Creative CartooningWordware Publishing, 2007
There are a number of manuals available on Flash, but too many of them get bogged down in details about ActionScript or interactivity. Frustrated with wading through such information in other Flash manuals, author/illustrator Mark Stephen Smith set out to make the book he wished he had when he started learning Flash. This book is both a practical...
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Grokking Deep LearningManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	Grokking Deep Learning teaches you to build deep learning neural networks from scratch! In his engaging style, seasoned deep learning expert Andrew Trask shows you the science under the hood, so you grok for yourself every detail of training neural networks.

	

	Purchase of the print book...
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Goddess of the Market: Ayn Rand and the American RightOxford University Press, 2009
Worshipped by her fans, denounced by her enemies, and forever shadowed by controversy and scandal, the novelist and philosopher Ayn Rand was a powerful thinker whose views on government and markets shaped the conservative movement from its earliest days.  Drawing on unprecedented access to Rand's private papers and the original, unedited...
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